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NAU M
 ilitary Intel A
 dmin Logbook 9.14.256
> 
Communication 5489v210/487 confirms the existence of
certain C
lass J A
bnormalities [
Handbook of Operations,
Appendium 4, p. 1391] observed in 

Foreign 
Sector #187. <
> Local C
 ombat Overseer 
Harbock W. Rezzine IX [ID#
70-

3692-
261] fi
 led 
Action Request Form recommending
Aggression 

Procedure 23, 
Category V. <
> 
Approval pending. <

1 G evri
At the Ohandai defense facility near the northern border of the R
 epublik, Gevri had risen earlier than anyone
else in his u
 nit — all but Jix, that is. The jaguar padded
silently at his side as they climbed the spiral steps to
the top of the north watchtower. Last winter, G
 evri had
almost lost her when he had tried to escape to the city
of Deliverance. Gevri shuddered. T
 hank gods he was over
his idiotic obsession with N
 athan’s City. What a disaster
that had been!
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“We got through it — that’s what counts.” Gevri
reached down to stroke Jix’s ear, and the big cat responded
with a soft chuffing noise. Life was infinitely better now
that Gevri had embraced his r ole as an archon, a soldier of
the Republikite army trained in the use of d
 ominion — or
psi, as it was called in Nathan’s City. He was ashamed to
think of how he had once fought against his destiny, how
he had turned his back on his own father, believing that
dominion shouldn’t be used as a weapon. But that was
before Gevri had realized how untrustworthy the people
of Nathan’s City were. For the first time, Gevri understood
why his father, General S arin, had pushed him as hard as
he had. The general had wanted to prepare his son for the
real w
 orld — a world in which every person looked out for
himself, whether R
 epublikite, Nathanite, or Nau.
Now that G
 evri had changed his ways, his father
treated him with a new level of respect, even giving him
command of a special archon strike force that was the talk
of the entire military. They’d been sent to Ohandai on a
critical mission, and his father had made it clear that the
stakes had never been higher. For decades, the R
 epublik
had been at war with the neighboring Nau, who kept
using advanced technology to defeat the Republikite army
2
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at nearly every turn, advancing farther and farther into
Repulikite territory. Now, however, the R
 epublik was preparing to counter the assault with a force unlike any the
Nau had ever seen: an elite force of archons trained in the
use of telekinetic warfare.
Stepping onto the top of the watchtower that overlooked the O
 handai foothills, G
 evri squinted in the light
of daybreak. The sentry stationed at the watchtower
turned to him with an outward palm, the proper salute for
a ranking officer.
Gevri returned the salute with a downward palm.

“Anything unusual?”
“No, sir,” the soldier replied. “A quiet night, sir.” He
turned away from Gevri as quickly as etiquette allowed,
clenching his jaw and tightening his grip on the rifle.
Gevri turned to look at the other soldiers posted at the
watchtower and sensed the same nervous tension. Some
of it must be due to Jix. Even though she was perfectly
behaved, people just weren’t used to being this close to
a cat who could crush a man’s skull in a heartbeat. But
Gevri could guess what was really troubling the soldiers:
being this close to an archon.
The archons were the only soldiers who had the
3
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psychic abilities known as dominion. After being kept
secret for years, the archon units had been introduced to
the regular troops a few months ago. T
 hough the regular soldiers were under orders to accept the archons, most
were u
 ncomfortable being around p
 eople with dominion.
Telekinesis — the ability to move and manipulate objects
with the mind — didn’t sit well with them. They were even
less comfortable around G
 evri’s unit, whose archons were
the only ones who had other, rarer forms of dominion
such as telepathy (the ability to read minds) and remote
viewing (the ability to see things many m
 iles from where
you stood). While Gevri understood the soldiers’ discomfort, he knew that once they saw how helpful dominion
was in battle, they would embrace the archons.
Gevri walked along the wall of the watchtower. He’d
never been this far west and north before; the climate was
much drier than his hometown of Kanjai. It had been dark
when his transport had arrived last night, and this morning he was eager to get a sense of the land.
Sweeping his gaze over the horizon, he saw very few
trees. The hills were covered with wild grasses and shrubs.
The late summer had turned the rolling hills a golden
color that made him think of sand dunes. His military
4
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training took over as he surveyed the ripples and folds of
the land. If a small group of soldiers wanted to hide from
the sentries, they would have plenty of places to choose
from. “That’s why we’re here,” Gevri whispered to Jix.
The jaguar stretched her legs out and lowered her head.
It was her way of saying she was eager for action, ready
for anything.
Ten days earlier, the Nau army had launched a full-
blown attack on the O
 handai defense facility. G
 evri and
his strike force had been far away, assisting in the skirmishes in the northern lake region, but he’d heard about
the surprise attack and the heavy losses. The Republikites
managed to repel the Nau and hold the facility, but
Ohandai wasn’t out of danger yet. The facility was in desperate need of supplies and reinforcements, which would
take at least another week to arrive. In the meantime,
Ohandai was vulnerable. The Nau could very well send
in a small strike force of its own and breach the gates of
the weakened facility. It was G
 evri’s job to make sure that
didn’t happen.
A wave of confidence s welled inside him. His unit was
perfectly suited for this mission. Though they were all
young — just kids, really — they had been chosen because
5
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of their rare powers: clairvoyance, remote viewing, psychometry, telepathy, and retrocognition. It was funny to
think that it had taken an infidel from N
 athan’s City to
bring these archons’ talents to light; before the arrival of
the N
 athanite 
Taemon, these young archons had been
thought powerless because they didn’t exhibit the usual
form of dominion, telekinesis. But thanks to 
Taemon,
everyone knew of their rare and extraordinary g ifts — and
General S arin knew just what to do with them.
The general had begun developing dominion in young
soldiers when Gevri was born. At seventeen, Gevri was
the oldest archon by a good five years, the first one the
general had trained. In addition to telekinesis, Gevri had
telepathy. As far as anyone knew, he was the only archon
with two forms of d
 ominion — a fact of which his father
was especially proud.
Gevri’s team might be young, but the special archon
strike force was skilled. They were trained. And they
would not fail.
Six days later, G
 evri and his team knew the layout of the
Ohandai facility from stem to stern. They had repelled
several attacks already, and it was obvious what the
6
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enemy was targeting: the transmissions room, the power
generator, and the watchtowers. He’d split the archons
into groups of two and three to make sure all three
targets were defended. The strategy had succeeded so
far, but G
 evri knew enough to guard himself from overconfidence. One mistake could mean losing the entire
facility to the Nau.
The Nau. Two hundred years ago, nine of the most
powerful nations of the world had united into one supernation and divided the world into nine regions, each
overseen by one of the nine powers. One by one, nations
had capitulated to the Nau. Two centuries later, only a
few places still stubbornly clung to their independence,
and the Republik was one of them. Sometimes it seemed
like the Nau had endless resources, but their weakness
was in their size. They had endless regulations and procedures to maintain, which meant they weren’t exactly
nimble. They took a long time to decide where to attack,
but once they attacked, they could be deadly. So far, the
Republik had managed to remain independent despite

Nau persuasions. But in the past decade, the Nau had
gradually stepped up their aggression, and the Republik
was on the verge of defeat. Losing the Ohandai facility
7
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could be the last straw for the resistance to which G
 evri’s
family had devoted many lifetimes.
Reinforcements from the Republikite army were due to
arrive at Ohandai tonight. If Gevri’s team could keep the
facility safe for a few more hours, the mission would be a
success. But surely the Nau knew that as well. They would
mount another attack today; G
 evri was certain of it.
Today, Gevri’s position was on the north watchtower.
With him were two other archons, Pik and M
 irtala, along
with half a dozen regular soldiers on sentry rotation. The
sentries kept their distance from the archons, which was
fine with G
 evri. His unit operated independently.
Pik, who had been using his remote viewing to locate
the enemy, took off his glasses to wipe the dust from them.
“I think it’s funny that a remote viewer needs glasses,”
Mirtala said.
“Remote viewing has nothing to do with eyesight.”
“I know,” she said. “But it’s still funny.”
Gevri changed the subject. “Any luck?” he asked Pik.
“No, sir,” Pik replied.
Mirtala screwed up her face in disgust. “You’ve been
up here four hours. S eems like you could’ve found them
by now.”
8
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A few months ago, Pik would have been insulted by
Mirtala’s backtrash. But now, the team had 

gelled and
everyone knew this was M
 irtala’s way of motivating her
teammates.
“Have you ever tried to look everywhere?” Pik said. “It
takes a long time. It would help if I knew what direction
to look in or at what d
 istance — some way to focus my
dominion.”
Mirtala grunted and folded her arms.
“Keep trying,” Gevri said, and made a mental note to
give Pik a break soon. Four hours was pushing the fatigue
point for remote viewing. He directed his next order to
the jaguar. “Go down there and scout around for us, Jix.
See if you can pick up on their scent, or anything that
might give us a clue where they are.”
Jix turned and disappeared down the stairwell. She
understood G
 evri’s commands through her own animal
version of dominion. In fact, G
 evri didn’t need spoken
words to communicate with Jix; they’d developed a telepathic link some time ago. But using words helped Gevri
form his ideas more c learly — and it put others at e ase — 
so he used them when he could.
It was time to check in with Saunch, who was guarding
9
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the transmissions station with Berliott, another remote
viewer. G
 evri pictured Saunch in his mind, formed the
telepathic link, and sent his thoughts: Has Berliott found
anything yet?
Nothing. G
 evri heard S aunch’s voice clearly in his mind.
Maybe they’ve given up?
I doubt it, Gevri replied. I have a feeling they’ll try one
last time before the reinforcements get here.
I would if I were them, S aunch answered.
Exactly. Stay sharp. Tell Berliott that Jix is out scouting.
Hopefully we’ll have something to report soon.
Yes, sir.
A few minutes later, another message came to Gevri’s
mind, but it wasn’t from S aunch. This message came as
an image rather than as words. He’d tried to teach the
other telepaths how to communicate with images, and
they could do it, but words still came more easily to them.
Beyond that, this message had an entirely different flavor, which was the best way Gevri could describe it. The
image that came to him was lush and wild and raw, and it
could only be from Jix. She’d found something.
Jix was showing Gevri a cluster of discarded equipment:

10
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a helmet. An equipment bag. A mess kit. It looked like
someone had left in a hurry and forgotten a few things.
Now Jix was sending him scents: tobakk, the kind
the Nau soldiers all smoked. And now urine. Gods, Jix!
Enough smells! G
 evri couldn’t help covering his nose, even
though he knew the scents were only in his brain.
The next images were landmarks, which helped G
 evri
figure out where Jix had found these things. Good work.
Gevri turned to Pik, who was still trying to locate

the enemy with his remote viewing, and pointed in the
direction of Jix’s discovery. “Check over there. Jix found
something.”
“Yes, sir.”
If he could recover the items Jix had found, M
 irtala
might be a ble to glean more information from them. She
was the only archon whose dominion manifested as psychometric ability, which allowed her to touch an object
and know who had used it, how they had used it, and
what they had been feeling at the time.
If Gevri had been a ble to see the items with his own
eyes, he’d be able to use telekinesis to transport them.
But the image Jix had sent him was not strong enough

11
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to create the psychic connection required for telekinesis.
He’d need to send someone out to retrieve the items.
Gevri created a telepathic connection with N
 eeza, who
was stationed at the power generator. Neeza?
Sir? came Neeza’s tiny voice. Her telepathic messages
mirrored her speaking voice, which was quiet and shy.
Jix found some equipment left behind by the enemy. I need
you and Wendomer to go find it and bring it to the watchtower so M
 irtala can do a reading. But don’t touch anything.
Have Wendomer check it out with clairvoyance. It could be
rigged.
Rigged? N
 eeza asked. You mean like booby-trapped?
It could be. If G
 evri had learned anything from his trip
to D
 eliverance, it was this: count on your enemy to lie
and trick you at every turn. T
 aemon and all the p
 eople of
Nathan’s City had taken deception to despicable lengths.
Someday G
 evri would return to Deliverance and settle
that score, but for now, he had to stay focused on this
mission.
Just be careful, he told N
 eeza. C
 heck back with me after
Wendomer has a good look. Gevri sent Neeza the same
images of the landmarks that Jix had sent him.
We’ll find it, sir. We’re leaving right now.
12
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Be quick, G
 evri added. S ending N
 eeza and W
 endomer
to collect the equipment meant Cindahad would be the
lone archon at the power generator, which was a risk.
But it wouldn’t take long to collect the items, and M
 irtala
might be a ble to extract valuable information from them.
He couldn’t pass up this opportunity to learn what the
Nau were up to. Besides, it wasn’t as if Cindahad would
be completely alone. T
 here were a few regular soldiers stationed at the power generator.
The next few minutes seemed to drag on forever, and
Gevri was feeling more u
 ncomfortable with each one. Pik
still couldn’t locate the Nau soldiers, but Gevri was certain they were out there. M
 irtala was restless. N
 eeza hadn’t
checked in yet. Jix had been silent since finding the supplies. G
 evri felt reluctant to send any telepathic messages,
since an ill-timed message could be startling at a moment
when concentration is needed.
Finally N

 eeza’s voice came to his mind. Lieutenant
Gevri, sir?
Yes. Your report, N
 eeza?
We found the items, sir. We haven’t touched them, but
Wendomer senses nothing out of the ordinary. P
 ermission to
transport the items to your location, sir?
13
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Gevri hesitated. Why were those things left out there?
Such an amateur mistake seemed very unlike the Nau.
And yet even professionals made mistakes. Gevri’s job was
to make use of them. Have Wendomer check one more time.
Report back.
Yes, sir.
Gevri could picture Wendomer staring at the helmet,
the equipment bag, and the mess kit, but it was just his
imagination. If he had clairvoyance, like W
 endomer — and
the Nathanite T
 aemon — he would have been a ble to sense
things about objects that were not visible or knowable
by any of the five standard senses. He wouldn’t have to
send his soldiers out to find things for him. It wasn’t from
lack of trying that G
 evri didn’t have clairvoyance, though.
Once the general discovered these rare forms of dominion
and realized that Gevri already possessed telepathy, Gevri
had been subjected to every kind of —
Wendomer says they’re clean, sir. P
 ermission to transport
the items?
Bring them in, Gevri told her.
Gevri glanced at his watch. Pik had been exercising
dominion past his optimum duration. “As soon as we

14
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get those two back inside the compound, you can take a
break,” he said. “But right now, I’d feel a lot better if you
could tell me where those enemy soldiers are.”
Pik nodded. “I’ll find them, sir.”
“Sometime this decade would be nice,” Mirtala added.
Jix. Gevri reached out to the jaguar. Got anything else
for me?
A vague feeling came back from Jix, which G
 evri took
to mean “Not really.”
“So that’s where you are,” Pik murmured. “Closer than
I thought.”
The dreamy tone of Pik’s voice triggered a sinking feeling in G
 evri. “Where? W
 here are they, Pik?”
When the boy didn’t respond, Gevri shook him by the
shoulder. “Pik! You’re overextending. B
 reak the connection. That’s an order. B
 reak the connection!”
“Clever little demons, all of you. W
 atch out, N
 eeza!”
Pik’s unfocused stare and wide pupils told G
 evri everything. Pik had allowed too much of his awareness to drift
far outside of himself. He had lost the connection with his
immediate physical surroundings. It was a dangerously
vulnerable position for a remote viewer: Pik couldn’t hear,
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see, or feel anything near him. In a few minutes, physical
fatigue would set in and Pik would fall into a deep sleep.
It was the body’s natural defensive reaction.
I pushed him past his limits, Gevri thought as Neeza
and Wendomer came into sight, carrying the supplies.
Now I’ve lost my remote viewer. He should have rotated
his team earlier, but there was no time for crying over a
tipped bucket. He had to keep it together. He had to get
Neeza and Wendomer back into the compound before the
Nau got to them.
Neeza! Wendomer! Drop the items right now and run!
Yes, sir.
Without another word, the two young archons did as
they were told. The helmet, the mess kit, and the bag were
left behind as they sprinted toward the gate that led to the
watchtower.
Gevri took a deep breath and glanced at the other soldiers stationed as sentries on the watchtower. What he
was about to do would baff them out, but they were going
to have to live with it.
Focusing his gaze on the three items, Gevri tapped into
his telekinetic powers and ordered each of the objects to
relocate. In a matter of seconds, the helmet, mess kit, and
16
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bag lifted from the ground, floated through the air, and
came to rest at his feet.
“Time to do your thing, Mirtala,” Gevri said, ignoring
the gasps and murmurs of the nearby soldiers. He turned
to check on Pik, and sure enough, the boy was snoring
like a lumbersaw. If he’d been out in the field, it could
have been a problem to be so defenseless. But here, inside
the compound and surrounded by his team, Pik would be
fine until he woke up in an hour or two. G
 evri eased the
boy’s glasses off his nose and slipped them into his shirt
pocket.
Mirtala crouched over the helmet. She hung her head
and closed her eyes, moving her hand gracefully across its
surface. “Hostility. Anger. Resentment. The man who wore
this was a talented artist. Then he was forced to become a
soldier. He blamed it all on the R
 epublik.”
“Tell me where he is right now,” Gevri said, trying to
control the urgency in his voice.
When M
 irtala lifted her head, tears welled in her eyes.
“He’s dead,” she said. “And his paintings were beautiful.”
“I’m sorry.” And he was sorry. Sorry that an artist was
dead. Sorry that M
 irtala had to feel that. S orry about all
that muck, but the Ohandai could still fall if his team
17
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failed. He took the helmet from M
 irtala and handed her
the bag. “Try this.”
Watching M
 irtala’s face, he saw her features relax and
sensed that she had forced the grief into a place where it
would have to be dealt with later. Gevri tried to remember
how old Mirtala was. Eleven? Ten, maybe? A strange combination of sadness and pride washed over him.
“Oh. This could be helpful,” M
 irtala said. “It’s a communication device. They transmitted orders with this thing.”
“What were the orders?” G
 evri asked.
Head tilted sideways, 
Mirtala concentrated. “Just a
minute . . .”
Neeza and W
 endomer came to the top of the stairway,
panting and looking worried.
“Are they out there?” 
Wendomer said. “Did you
see them?”
“I can’t see them, but I know they’re out there somewhere. Pik saw them. M
 irtala is about t o —”
“Gods’ aid,” M
 irtala said, her voice strained with fear.
“These things were planted as a distraction to draw us
away. The plan is to attack the power generator!”
A sick feeling shuddered down G
 evri’s spine. It was just
as he’d feared.
18
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NAU M
 ilitary Intel A
 dmin Logbook 9.27.256
> Investigation Order 369/34 issued by Regional
 ombat Overseer Gildress P. 
C
Coppen Jr. [ID# 
201-
5790-
628] concerning 

Class J A
bnormalities [
Handbook of
Operations, 
Appendium 4, p. 1391] observed in 
Foreign
Sector #187. <

> 
Military Investigator U. F
elmark 
Puster [ID# 2
29-
8831-
305] assigned as Lead F
 ield Researcher. <

2 Taemon
Summer was in its glory on M
 ount D
 eliverance. The sun
warmed 
Taemon’s shoulders through the rough cotton
fabric of his shirt. Insect sounds thrummed in the trees.
Taemon walked through the dry grass that came up to
his knees. He could have walked on the path, but then he
would’ve missed the way the grass whispered to him as he
parted it with long strides.
He was alone with his mountain in the summer. All
was right.
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Amma had wanted to come with him, but he needed
this solitude. She had offered to wait for him at the bottom
of the trail, but he’d begged her not to. Even the thought
of someone waiting for him would interrupt the freedom
he needed right now. The freedom to open his mind to the
Heart of the E
 arth. The freedom to set all other cares aside
and commune with the world he belonged to.
He emptied his mind and focused on the feel of the
grass against his legs. The give of the soil beneath each
footstep. The call and answer of birdsong.
Taemon had lost track of how far he’d walked, but
when he came to a huge ruddybark tree — the trunk was
wider than a quadrider — he stopped.
He settled himself in the mossy ground next to the
enormous tree, stretching out on his back and gazing into
the leafy abyss above him. How old was this tree? Had it
been here when the prophet Nathan had pulled the mountain out of the earth to separate D
 eliverance from the rest
of the world?
Taemon had often thought about his ancestor N
 athan,
the first one to be given psi by the Heart of the Earth. How
much power did it take to create a mountain? N
 athan
would have had to envision every surface, every crevice,
20
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every streambed, every valley and ridge, then have held
that vision in his head as he sent an u
 nfathomable amount
of psionic power into the earth’s surface. And what about
the plant life? Had Nathan envisioned each tree and flower
and meadow as well? Or had that come later? M
 aybe this
very tree had been envisioned and created by 
Nathan
himself.
I am the creator of trees and meadows, a voice said in

Taemon’s mind. By my consent, others are allowed to take
part in creation.

It used to bother him, hearing her voice like that, but
now the familiarity of it was a comfort. This is why he had
come, to speak to the H
 eart of the E
 arth.
I’ve done my best, Taemon replied. I’ve tried very hard.
But I’ve made a mess of things. While Taemon had managed to scare off an initial attack by the R
 epublikite army
through tricks and a surprising display of psi, he had no
doubt that the army would attempt a second attack at
some point. P
 erhaps they’d even realize that the people of
Deliverance were powerless and that Taemon’s show had
been just that — a show. I didn’t anticipate any of that when
I took psi away from D
 eliverance.
One cannot possibly anticipate all outcomes, the
21
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Heart of the E
 arth replied. You chose what was needed at
the time.

Taemon closed his eyes and let his awareness sink into
the earth below him, the tree next to him, the birds above
him, the air that surrounded him. He was a part of this
earth. He’d been given the gift of power and authority over
it. He’d made one decision; now he would make another.
He began gathering psi, felt it swell and multiply within
him. He was no longer bound by the limitations of his
body. He was as large as a mountain, as deep as the sea, as
vast as the sky. It pulsed and rippled and crashed through
him. It was time. Time to form the words.
Let all psi be done away with. Not only in D
 eliverance,
but in all countries, lands, and p eoples of this earth. Let all
power to direct creation be returned to the H
 eart of the E
 arth.
Let every man, woman, and child learn to trust the earth and
live by her grace and goodness. Be it so!
The swell of psi left him, and yet he was not at peace.
Something was not right. He felt an emptiness, a great
void. The Heart of the E
 arth had not granted his request.
The emptiness that fi
 lled him prevented any anguish or
tears over this failure.

22
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Am I not the True Son? Taemon asked. Is that over, and
am I just me again? Part of him hoped that was true.
You are the True Son for the People of Deliverance, said

the H
 eart of the Earth. You were chosen to act on their
behalf. Your authority does not include the right to dictate
the fate of those outside of D
 eliverance.

In that case, Deliverance is doomed, Taemon thought.
Your work is not finished. You will yet act on behalf of
the people of Deliverance.

Taemon wanted to groan. How was he supposed to save
his people when he was the only one with psi? His life
had become a never-ending series of impossible tasks.
More is possible than you know, were the H
 eart of the

Earth’s parting words.
That much was true. Two years ago, would T
 aemon
ever have imagined he could turn D
 eliverance into a
powerless city? Or travel to the Republik? Or turn back
an army of archons? None of those things had seemed
possible, either.
But still, save the p
 eople of Deliverance? It was too
much to ask. 
After all that had happened, it was too
much. He lay still for a w
 hile longer, lingering under the
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protection of the ancient tree, staring into the green canopy and thinking about anything other than his latest
impossible duty.
Gevri’s face came to his mind again. He’d first met

Gevri on the R
 epublik side of this very mountain. Taemon
and Amma had crossed through the mountain to rescue
Taemon’s da, and G
 evri had been running away from his
own father, General S arin. He and Gevri had started off as
friends. Well, maybe not friends, exactly, but allies. Now
they were enemies, at least in G
 evri’s mind.
Taemon thought about all the choices, large and

small, he’d made on that journey. What should he have
done differently? S hould he have trusted G
 evri from the
start, confided in him about D
 eliverance’s powerlessness?
Amma had urged him to be open with G
 evri, but T
 aemon
had insisted that they keep the truth from him. It was too
big a secret to entrust to a s tranger — especially one from
the R
 epublik. But if T
 aemon had leveled with Gevri, they
might have avoided the huge blowup when G
 evri finally
learned that T
 aemon had lied. And G
 evri might still be
their a lly — rather than a leader in the enemy army.
And then there were the archons he’d met and trained
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in the 
Republik: 
Saunch, Pik, 
Berliott, 
Wendomer,
Cindahad, Mirtala, and Neeza. They had been a group of
castoffs when he’d met them. The archon army had all but
given up on them. T
 aemon had showed them the value of
their unusual powers, and they had helped him escape.
They had begged to come with him, but Taemon had
refused. The trip had been too dangerous even for children with their s kills — and he couldn’t guarantee a welcome reception by the p
 eople of D
 eliverance, who would
likely feel threatened by a group of R
 epublikite children
with dominion. But what had happened to these young
archons? Had G
 evri and General S arin punished them for
the r oles they played in his escape?
Perhaps 

Taemon should never have gone to the
Republik in the first place. S kies, enough people had tried
to talk him out of it before he left. But someone had to
rescue Da (or, as it turned out, U
 ncle F
 ierre). T
 aemon was
certain that his uncle would be dead by now if not for
Taemon and Amma’s trip over the mountain. In spite of
its consequences, he refused to think of the journey as a
mistake.
When the 
dappled sunlight began to dim, 
Taemon
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knew he had to go. Lying here any longer would solve
nothing. It was time to go back to Deliverance and figure
out how to save his people — again.
By the time he reached the west gate that led to the city,
the sun had nearly set. The guards knew him by now and
let him through without a fuss.
Only a few steps past the gate, Amma rushed toward
him and grabbed his arm. “Thank the S kies you’re back,”
she said. “Hurry! There’s something you have to see.”
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